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Metinvest Digital is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner

The highest level of partnership proves the skills and competencies of Metinvest Digital experts. The status of

Microsoft Gold Certified Partner offers a partner company a variety of benefits, including immediate access to

Microsoft's innovations, information about new developments and products, training programmes, technical

support, and consultancy.

The company has a vast technical expertise and experience in projects designed to implement different integrated

solutions, applications, and tools with the best use of Microsoft technologies. Experts in Metinvest Digital have

more than 12 years of experience with the use of Microsoft technologies and applications to solve business

objectives at Metinvest Group.

To earn a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner status, specialists of Metinvest Digital passed certification exams and

had their competencies proven in such specialisations as Cloud Platform, Data Analytics, Data Platform, DevOps,

as well as Windows and Devices:

Sergey Detyuk, General Director of Metinvest Digital:

Digital technologies are a must for any business today. Industrial companies always have a productivity

improvement limit, which is difficult to overcome without digital solutions and technology projects. AI and

cloud computing are already changing our life and work, helping address pressing business issues. We are

confident that technologies and solutions offered by international providers such as Microsoft will give our

customers the opportunity to change and accelerate processes and create added value for the business.

Jan Peter De Jong, Microsoft Ukraine Country Manager:

We live in an incredible time of global digital transformations, as an increasing number of clients migrate to

cloud solutions and increase their expertise in digital transformations to spur competitive advantages and

create business opportunities for their companies, Microsoft, and our partners. We all work together to develop

innovative solutions. We are happy to see the continuous growth of Metinvest Digital in this area.
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